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上げて論じた『確実性の追求』（The Pursuit of Certainty:David Hume,Jeremy Bentham,

























































































また第5篇の終章「自由放任あるいは不干渉主義の原則の根拠と限界」（Of the Grounds and
 












































































































































































































と『論理学体系』（A System of Logic）を読み終え，フォーセット （H.Fawcett）の『政










































































































































































































































































Eight Hours Bill.In the Form of an Amendment of the Factory Acts with Further Provisions for
 
the Improvement of Conditions of Labour’,Fabian Tract, No.9, 1889. ‘A Plea for an Eight
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A Study of the Welfare Ideas of John Stuart M ill:




This Study attempts to clarify the ideas of John Stuart Mill on welfare and to evaluate
 
the impact of these ideas on Fabian Socialism.
In the first chapter,I considered Mill’s opinion on poverty differentials by referring to
 
his‘Principals of Political Economy’. Mill agreed with socialism and warned that there
 
were some contradictions in the social conditions of the day. In the last chapter of
‘Principals of Political Economy’,Mill wrote:
‘In this or some such mode, the existing accumulations of capital might honestly,and by
 
a kind of spontaneous process,become in the end the joint property of all who participate
 
in their productive employment:a transformation which,thus effected,（and assuming of
 
course that both sexes participate equally in the rights and in the government of the
 
association,） would be the nearest approach to social justice, and the most beneficial
 
ordering of industrial affairs for the universal good, which it is possible at present to
 
foresee.’（Mill 1848:792）
I then moved on to some of the socialist ideals which influenced Mill,starting with the
 
opinions of Louis Blanc and François Marie Charles Fourier in France,and moving on
 
to the effect on Mill of Harriet Taylor,a woman whom Mill met when he was24years
 
old and loved for over twenty years.
In the second chapter,I considered some of the influences on Fabian Socialism in its
 
early days by investigating the relationship between Mill and the Fabian Society. In his
‘Autobiography’,Mill said that
‘The social problem of the future we considered to be,how to unite the greatest individual
 
Liberty of action, with a common ownership in the raw material of the globe, and an
 
equal partcipation of all in the benefits of combined labour.’（Mill 1873:175）
I think this view is the central idea of English Socialism.
After that, I looked at three initial members of the Fabian Society, Sidney Webb,
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Beatrice Webb and George Douglas Cole to determine to what extent their thoughts were
 
influenced by Mill’s ideas. I concluded by looking at their respective fields of interest
 
that there was indeed evidence that all three were influenced by Mill and took his ideas
 
into account when formulating their own principles.
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